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Delivering essential cyber resiliency
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**InfiniSafe: a comprehensive cyber resilience solution at NO additional cost**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immutable Snapshots</th>
<th>Logical Air-Gap</th>
<th>Fenced Forensic Network</th>
<th>Near Instantaneous Recovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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- **Immutable Snapshots**
  - Scheduled or manually created secure, immutable point in time copies

- **Logical Air-Gap**
  - Air-Gap separates your copies logically from access

- **Fenced Forensic Network**
  - Restoring into a secured area of your network

- **Near Instantaneous Recovery**
  - Superior Restore Performance at scale
  - No dependency on dataset size
Comprehensive VMware Integration & Ecosystem

Management & Automation
InfiniBox vCenter Plugin

Management & Efficient Storage Offloading
VASA & VAAI

Host PowerTools for VMware

Comprehensive Integration with VMware vRealize Suite

InfiniBox SRA Plugin
vSphere Metro Storage Cluster

vVols

InfiniBox on the VMware Marketplace
https://marketplace.cloud.vmware.com

VMware Cloud Foundation

Tanzu Kubernetes Grid

vRealize Operation Manager

vRealize Log Insight

Infinidat on the VMware Marketplace
https://marketplace.cloud.vmware.com

VMware landing page @ Infinidat.com
https://infinidat.com/vmware
Infinidat & Veeam
Multi-Pronged Approach to Data Protection Strategy

- End-to-End Data Protection
- Veeam Universal Storage API Integration
  - Decrease impact on production
  - Significantly improve RPOs
- Snapshots & Replication
  - Snapshot Orchestration of IniniSnap
  - SnapRotator / HPT VMware / IBox UI
  - Supplement retention w/InfiniSnap
- Infinidat & Veeam
  - True Enterprise Data Protection
  - Backup from Snaps, Explorer for Snaps, On-Demand Sandbox
  - SureBackup
  - Consolidate, Standardize, Simplify
  - Eliminate complexity, add flexibility to DR strategy
  - Veeam FastClone*

**DDE Replication – Deduped & Encrypted**

**Async / Sync / AA Replication**
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Infinidat and Veeam - Better together
Deliver Petabyte-Scale Availability

Customers achieve predictable and efficient high-performance, highly scalable backup and fastest recovery and replication operations to meet their growing data needs

InfiniSafe provides cyber resilience in four pillars protecting your critical assets with no additional cost

- Immutable snapshots
- Logical Air-Gap
- Fenced Forensic Network
- Near Instantaneous Recovery

Eliminating the impact of backup operations on production environments

Integrated data mover significantly reduces backup windows

Extending backup operations for containerized applications with Infinidat’s CSI Driver and Kasten by Veeam
For more info (and a free T-shirt!)